
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a principal product engineer.
Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for principal product engineer

Help to prepare and act as a consultant to Marketing on product labelling,
including IFUs, technical brochures, training programs, and technical
presentations to customers and the sales force
Incorporate knowledge of electro-mechanical engineering design,
ergonomics, design for manufacturability, product risk management, and
COGS to design various aspects of single use and reusable medical devices
for Urologic, Gynaecologic, and Gastrointestinal procedures
Develop product verification and validation testing requirements, protocols,
and reports to ensure products meet specification
Apply FDA and MDD requirements, including 820CFR, ISO14971, IEC60601,
GMP and other standards as they relate to the design and manufacture of
medical devices
Working experience on Notebook, Smart Phone, Tablet product development
Working experiences in Notebook, Smart Phone or Tablet product
development
Work as a member of cross-functional core team to manage medium to large
platform/peripheral development programs from initial concept creation
through product release and initial production ramp to full capacity including
meeting quality goals
Working with the core team on your assigned program, develop the
engineering portion of the schedule, budget, risk management plan, quality
goals, and product cost estimates

Example of Principal Product Engineer Job
Description
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Define engineering risk areas (technology, process, manufacturing, ) and
identify mitigation and contingency plans

Qualifications for principal product engineer

Preference will be given to candidates with a M.Sc
Excellent analytical skills & discipline
Must take ownership of issues and be able to drive to completion with little
oversight and under pressure
Understanding of the methods and theory of optical modeling
Proficiency in Zemax is desired
Demonstrated ability to work independently and collaboratively across
disciplines required


